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Sr No Practical Name 

1.  Write a program for demonstration of simple servlet & JSP page 

2.  Write a program for demonstration of Servlet life cycle. 

3.  
Write a program to create a Servlet using package 

4.  
Write a JSP Page to display response in excel sheet. 

5.  Write a servlet to read the form data? Design the html form for it 

6.  Write a JSP pages to include pages at translation time. 

7.  Write a servlet to read all parameter & their values from html form. 

8.  Write a program for filtering string for html specific characters 

9.  Write a servlet for demonstration of sending & receiving cookies 

10.  Write a JSP page to demonstrate errorPage & isErrorPage attributes. 

11.  Write a servlet to display lottery numbers for demonstration of servlet life cycle. 

12.  Write a JSP Page for including applet. Design the applet for it. 

13.  Write a servlet to display page access count using cookie. 

14.  Write a JSP Page for demonstration of import attribute. 

15.  Write a program for creating beans & using beans in JSP. 

16.  Write a program for demonstration of session and cookies. 

17.  Write a JSP page to store registration information into database, design the form for it. 



18.  Write a JSP page to display records from database. 

19.  Write a servlet that use cookie to identify first time visitors 

20.  Write a JSP Page to demonstrate including pages at request time. 

21.  Write a JSP Page for demonstration of is EL Ignored attribute. 

22.  
Write a simple JSP page to generate table of 10 rows & two columns contains 1 to 10 

numbers & its square 

23.  Write a JSP Page to update the records in database. 

24.  Write a JSP Page that generates Excel spreadsheets 

25.  Write a JSP Page to delete the record from database. 

26.  Write a JSP Page for demonstration of prepared Statement. 
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